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Extensional deformation along the South Atlantic, Central African and West Africa rift systems heralded in the
breakup of the western half of the Gondwana supercontinent. The interplay between a complex series of intraplate
rifts profoundly affected the spatio-temporal localisation of extensional deformation and the resulting geometries
of the conjugate South Atlantic margins. We present a new plate kinematic model which quantitatively integrates
lithosphere deformation and observations from both passive margins and intracontinental rifts in Africa and South
America. Our model eliminates the need for previously inferred large offset continental shear zones in southern
South America such as the Gastre Fault system while satisfying most observations of the onset of subsidence,
deformation and rifting along the conjugate rifted margins and related marginal sedimentary basins.

The model indicates that extension became focussed in the South Atlantic rift basin by the Earliest Creta-
ceous, continuing at low extensional velocities, predominantly controlled by African intraplate deformation while
there was no deformation along the future Equatorial Atlantic. The Patagonian part of South America acted as
an independent plate between Antarctica, Africa, and South America during the Latest Jurassic to Aptian times,
hereby opening rift basins striking at high angles to the present-day South American margin. By about 125 Ma
(Barremian/Aptian) deformation and subsequent weakening along the Equatorial Atlantic rift branch yielded a
large increase in extensional velocities and a change in extension direction between South America and Africa,
while lithospheric extension had progressed far enough to create the enigmatic sub-salt basins in the central
South Atlantic. The change in spreading direction largely eliminated intraplate deformation in Patagonia and
subsequently resulted in the onset of post-rift thermal subsidence in the southern South American basins. Rupture
of extended continental lithosphere in the central South Atlantic followed a few million years after this major
change in kinematics and is likely responsible for the observed first-order present day margin geometry.

We compare our model-derived kinematics against predictions from forward numerical models of litho-
sphere extension along the conjugate West-African/Brazil and the Equatorial Atlantic margins. We conclude that
the multi-velocity, multi-directional rift history can consistently explain the first order margin geometry observed
in the South Atlantic. We further couple our plate kinematic model with predictive forward mantle flow models
that integrate lithospheric deformation to test the influence of mantle-driven topography on the evolving rift.


